OrtoGraphie - Photographic group show
Res Nova, Via Accademia Albertina 10, Turin
10 May to 9 June 2012
Opening Thursday, May 10 at 18:30
The exhibition is open from May 10 to June 9, 2012 at the following times:
10-19.30 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday from 10 to 13.30, 15-19.30,
Thursdays and Saturdays from 10 to 19.30
It opens on the 10th of May in Turin, at Res Nova - Via Accademia Albertina 10 - the
exhibition Ortographie. After a first show in Milan at Zamenhof Gallery, the exhibition is
enriched by the presence of new artists, making this a new beginning for this touring
show.
Ortographie has been conceived as a selected group show of thirty small sample
images for each artist. It has been up to each artist to build up their project and decide
the disposition for their images. The show aims to offer a view on different approaches
towards the photographic medium; it includes fine art and documentary photography as
well as photojournalism and reportage. It intends to capture the artists during one of the
most delicate moment of the creative process: the selection time - the moment when
one chooses and orders the most effective images in order to give meaning and
expressive strength to their creative effort.
The exhibition is part of a larger project, which aims to bring together ideas, skills and
stories of a wide range of artists, each with their specific expertise, with the aim of
creating a space for critical debate and sharing of competencies and expertise. The only
commonalities between all of the projects are the print’s format, the allocated space’s
dimensions and the frames.
By walking through the show, the visitor will be able to identify the different narratives
behind the projects. Taking pictures is way for telling stories, it is critical how those
stories are told. It will be up to the public to make a judgment of each project and their
value rather than valuing individual images.
OrtoGraphie places the emphasis on ideas’ development: conceptual photography,
social and political reportage, documentary photography, portraiture and landscape
photography, all share a common space that turns out telling us about what photography
is today.
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Administration:

Sara Elter, saraelter@libero.it, mob +39 333 3654658
Marco Post Morello, mp.marcopost@gmail.com
mob +39 340 4827365

The high-definition images can be obtained individually on request from the individual authors.
Res Nova, via Accademia Albertina 10, Torino – tel. 011 – 882928; 889190
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